Objective: To identify the neural substrate of self-regulatory control in children and adults with Tourette syndrome (TS).
T he symptoms of TS are typically most severe early in the second decade of life. [1] [2] [3] [4] They improve by young adulthood in about 90% of patients and remit entirely in more than 40%. 2, [5] [6] [7] Therefore, adults who remain symptomatic represent a minority of those who have a lifetime diagnosis of TS. [8] [9] [10] How brain structure and function differ in people whose symptoms persist from those whose symptoms remit or attenuate throughout adolescence is of utmost importance to understanding the pathophysiology of TS and to improving treatments.
Reduced volumes of the caudate nucleus in childhood are thought to contribute to the genesis of tic symptoms and to determine the long-term outcome of symptom severity. 11, 12 Anatomical neuroimaging studies have shown that children with TS may compensate for the putative effects of reduced caudate volumes on tic symptoms and cognition through plastic changes of the dorsal prefrontal and parietal cortices, as well as the portions of the corpus callosum that connect these cortices across the cerebral midline, thereby improving the behavioural control of tics. 5, 13, 14 This compensatory process may be impaired in adults who have persistent symptoms. 15, 16 The degree of activation of frontostriatal circuits, particularly the subcortical components, correlates with and presumably determines the severity of tic symptoms. 17 We used the Simon task-a paradigm assessing self-regulatory control and executive attention-in an event-related fMRI study to investigate the differences in performance and neural activation between children and adults with TS. Self-regulation is the ability to govern one's own emotions, thoughts, or actions on direction from the self or another person. Willful suppression of tics requires self-regulatory control, 17 similar to performance of the Simon task; thus both activities likely draw on the same or closely related neural circuits.
Given links between self-regulatory control and activation of frontostriatal circuits in adults, 17 and during childhood and adolescence, 18 we hypothesized that adults with persistent TS would rely more on frontostriatal processing during performance of the Simon task than would children with TS. We expected that this developmental trajectory of activation would differ in TS subjects, compared with the control subjects, reflecting the particularly impaired regulatory control in symptomatic TS adults. Moreover, we expected the severity of tics in adults with persistent TS to correlate with the magnitude of activation of frontostriatal circuits. Finally, we investigated the influence of maturational processes on performance, both in people with TS and in control subjects.
Methods

Recruitment and Screening
Participants diagnosed with TS were recruited from the Tic Disorder Specialty Clinic at the Yale Child Study Center in New Haven, Connecticut. Control subjects, residing in the same zip codes as people from the TS group, were recruited by phone from a list of 10 000 names purchased from a telemarketing company. Potential control subjects were randomly selected from this list; about 10% of the eligible families contacted agreed to participate. The Yale Medical School Institutional Review Board approved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
The TS group consisted of 42 participants: 24 children (14 male) and 18 adults (12 male). The control group consisted of 37 participants: 19 children (12 male) and 18 adults (8 male). The recruitment process ensured that age, sex, handedness, IQ, and SES were comparable between diagnostic groups. Datasets from 4 TS subjects (2 children; 2 adults) and 4 control subjects (3 children; 1 adult) were excluded from both the fMRI and behavioural analysis owing to technical problems (for example, excessive motion). Final analyses were performed on the populations shown in Table 1 .
Participants with TS met DSM-IV criteria for that diagnosis. Patients with TS were excluded from participation if they had any Axis I psychiatric disorder other than OCD or ADHD prior to the onset of TS. Control participants were excluded if they reported a history of tic disorder, OCD, ADHD, or if they met diagnostic criteria for any Axis I disorder at the time of interview. Additional exclusionary criteria for both groups included a lifetime history of either substance abuse or head trauma, or a full-scale IQ of less than 75. Neuropsychiatric diagnoses were established through clinical evaluation and the administration of STOBS. 19 The STOBS includes the respectively. IQ was measured using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence.
Simon Task
A series of white arrowheads pointing either left or right was displayed against a black background in 2 symmetrically predetermined positions either to the left or to the right of a white fixation crosshair positioned at the centre of the screen. While most stimuli consisted of congruent arrowheads (that is, pointing in the direction congruous with their location on the screen relative to the central fixation), some stimuli pointed in a direction opposite to their screen position (incongruent trials).
Stimulus duration was 1300 ms and the inter-stimulus interval was 350 ms. Each run consisted of 102 stimuli (lasting 168 s) with 6 to 7 incongruent stimuli interleaved pseudorandomly every 13 to 16 congruent stimuli (21.5 to 26.4 s apart). Each run featured an average of 51 left arrows and 51 right arrows. On average, 51 arrows appeared to the left and 51 appeared to the right of the central fixation. One-half of the incongruent stimuli required the same response as the preceding congruent stimulus and one-half required the opposite response. Although each participant was expected to complete 10 experimental runs, some participants did not complete all 10
(for example, owing to fatigue); however, all completed at least 6.
Stimulus Presentation
Stimuli were back-projected onto a screen positioned in front of the subject at the opening of the magnet's bore. Subjects viewed the display through a 2-sided mirror mounted above their eyes inside the head coil. Subjects who were nearsighted were fitted with appropriate corrective lenses. All stimuli were presented using the PsyScope software 28 Stimuli subtended 1º vertically and 3.92º horizontally in the visual field. Participants were instructed to respond quickly and accurately to the direction the arrow was pointing by using their right hand to depress 1 of 2 buttons on a response box. The index finger and middle finger were used for a leftor right-pointing arrow, respectively. The distance between the 2 response keys was identical to that of 2 adjacent keys on a standard keyboard.
Image Acquisition and Processing
Imaging data were acquired using a General Electric 1.5 Tesla Signa LX scanner (GE, Milwaukee, WI). Head positioning was standardized using the canthomeatal line. A T 1 -weighted sagittal localizing scan was used to position the axial images. In all subjects, 10 axial T 1 -weighted slices were acquired to correspond with 10 axial sections of the Talairach coordinate system 29 oriented parallel to the AC-PC line. The slices were positioned with 2 slices below, 7 slices above, and 1 slice containing the AC-PC line. Slice thickness was a constant 7 mm, while the skip between slices varied (range = 0.5 to 2 mm) to maintain a strict correspondence with the Talairach coordinate system. Functional images were a We divided people with TS and control subjects into children and adults if they were younger or older than 18 years of age, respectively. b n = number of people (one adult with TS had comorbid OCD; one child with TS had comorbid OCD and ADHD) c Tic severity was measured using the Yale Global Tic Severity Scale (YGTSS); 2 adults and 3 children with TS had remitted tic symptoms (that is, YGTSS scores = 5).
acquired using a gradient-recalled, single-shot echoplanar pulse sequence, at the same locations as the 10 axial T 1 -weighted slices, in runs of 1020 images, or 102 per slice. Repetition time = 1650 ms, echo time = 60 ms, flip angle = 60°, acquisition matrix = 128 × 64, field of view = 40 × 20 cm, slice thickness = 7 mm. Therefore, in-plane resolution was 3.12 × 3.12 mm.
Analysis of all neuroimaging data was performed using locally developed software, which has been used in multiple publications. 30 The change in fMRI signal associated with the contrast of incongruent and congruent stimuli indexed the neural components that were responsible for responding appropriately in each condition. Only trials with correct responses were included in the analyses.
Preprocessing
Data were visually inspected for artifacts such as ghosting.
Datasets that were not rejected were then motion-corrected using Statistical Parametric Mapping 99, with realignment to the middle image of the middle run. Images were discarded if the peak motion estimates from Statistical Parametric Mapping 99 exceeded 1 mm displacement or 2°rotation. 31 Drift of baseline image intensity was removed using an eighth order high-pass Butterworth filter, with a frequency cut-off equal to three-quarters of the task's frequency. The time series were filtered once forward and once backward to ensure no change in phase of the signal in relation to the phase of the task. Low-intensity pixels outside of the brain were removed, and the images were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter, with a full width at half maximum of 6.3 mm.
Analyses
Voxel-Wise Analyses of Mean fMRI Signal Changes
We hypothesized that fMRI activations in the frontostriatal circuits would differ across age and diagnostic groups (that is, Age´Diagnosis interaction). We tested this hypothesis using a voxel-wise regression analysis based on the general linear model. First, the T 1 -weighted axial anatomical images and corresponding echoplanar functional images for each subject were transformed into a common stereotactic space using a piece-wise linear warping to a common bounding box. 29 The pixel-wise average change in fMRI signal associated with the presentation of incongruent stimuli was then calculated for each subject. This process was accomplished by first discarding the initial 2 images (spanning 3.3 s) following the presentation of each incongruent stimulus in each subject's echoplanar time series to account for the hemodynamic time lag. The average signal of the 6 images preceding presentation of the incongruent stimuli was subtracted from the average of the 3 images following the incongruent stimuli at each pixel.
A t statistic was calculated, comparing this average signal change across subjects with a value of zero. During calculation of the group composite activation map, a randomization procedure was employed that randomly changed the sign on the maps to create a distribution of false-positive activations. This distribution of false positives was compared with the real map to determine the significance of the real activations. The resulting voxel-based maps, t tested with an uncorrected P < 0.05 and cluster filtered at 9 voxels, showed the results across both diagnosis and age groups (Figure 1 ). The combined application of a statistical threshold and cluster filter has previously been shown to reduce substantially the false-positive identification of activated pixels at any given threshold. 32 Based on an approximation formula, 31 the corrected P value accounting for multiple comparisons across all voxels within the volume of brain imaged for this conjoint requirement was less than 0.029.
Analyses of Activation Time Course
The time course of signal change at each pixel was calculated in relation to onset of each incongruent stimulus. The time series at each voxel was first smoothed with a Gaussian filter having a full-width at half maximum of 1.98 s. Interpolated adjustments were made in the time course data for the variations in the time of acquisition of each slice during each imaging volume. The average of the 6 images (spanning 9.9 s) directly preceding each incongruent stimulus was then subtracted from each of the following 8 images. The resulting t maps were generated using an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.005 and a cluster filter of 9 adjacent voxels. A statistical estimate for a corrected P value for this conjunction of threshold and cluster filters, accounting for multiple statistical comparisons, was less than 0.003.
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Correlation of fMRI Activation With Both Simon Interference and Symptom Severity Scores
Correlations were calculated between fMRI signal changes and Simon interference (incongruent minus congruent latencies) and between fMRI signal changes and the severity of tics as obtained outside of the scanner.
Behavioural Analyses
Incorrect responses and mistrials were excluded from the reaction time data. The remaining reaction time data were subjected to a recursive outlier analysis where latencies falling 2 standard deviations, either above or below the mean score for each subject in each condition, were excluded from further analyses. 33 This procedure eliminated 8.1% of the trials (1.4% incorrect responses, 5.8% out-of-range reaction time, and 0.9% mistrials). The remaining reaction time trials and all accuracy data were then analyzed using a mixed linear model.
Parallel to the AC-PC plane, 8 sections are shown at the level of the AC-PC (Z = 0), as well as 9 mm below (Z = -9) and above (Z > 0). Images were generated using an uncorrected P < 0.05 and cluster filtered at 9 adjacent voxels (conjoined corrected P value to account for multiple comparisons was P < 0.029). Numbers represent approximate BAs. The numbers (in white) to the left of images in column A represent Z coordinates (in mm) of the Talairach Atlas.
A. TS adults. Massive activations are seen in frontal and parietal areas, as well as in basal ganglia structures.
B. Control adults. In addition to activations of frontal, parietal, and basal ganglia areas, prominent deactivations are also evident (for example, in the posterior cingulate cortex).
C. TS, compared with control adults (the contrast A and B). Adults with TS activate more than control subjects in anterior (that is, prefrontal cortex) and posterior (that is, posterior cingulate cortex) areas but also in subcortical structures (for example, lenticular nucleus).
D. TS children. Children with TS show diffuse deactivations and rely more on cortical (for example, anterior cingulate cortex) than subcortical circuitry for task performance.
E. Control children. Fewer deactivations and even less reliance on subcortical structures is evident.
F. TS, compared with control children (the contrast D and E). Diffuse differences in cortical activation are detected between the 2 groups.
G. TS adults, compared with TS children (the contrast A and D). Activation of corticostriatal areas: adults with TS rely more on corticostriatal circuits than children with TS.
H. Control adults, compared with control children (the contrast B and E). Similar to column G, control subjects show a transition away from cortical activation (column B) toward increased striatal activation. However, in TS adults, this age correlate is exaggerated (column G).
I. The contrast G and H. This centrepiece contrast represents the Age´Diagnosis interaction that tests our a priori hypothesis, illustrating the involvement of prefrontal components, as well as caudate nucleus and lenticular nucleus. Increased frontostriatal activity in adults with persistent TS seems exaggerated, compared with that of control subjects. This activation pattern likely represents an adaptive process aimed at increasing self-regulation.
J. Correlation of fMRI signal with tic severity in people with TS. Increased fMRI activation is associated with fewer tics, including in the right globus pallidus, left lenticular nucleus, and right tail of the putamen; positive correlations with tic severity in the thalamus and left inferior prefrontal regions.
K. Correlation of fMRI signal with Simon conflict (reaction time for incongruent minus congruent trials) in people with TS. Inverse correlations in corticostriatal components are seen in, among other regions, the supplementary motor cortex, middle frontal gyrus, association cortices; and the thalamus, and putamen, subcortical components of cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical circuits. Inverse correlations (blue) indicate that more activation accompanies smaller interference scores (better performance).
Figure 1 Group-averaged brain activations and contrasts
Results
Imaging Data
Contrast maps of group-average activation compared TS and control children and adults ( Figure 1 , columns A to H). Greater overall activation, primarily in frontal and striatal regions, was detected in adults, compared with children, across both diagnostic groups (columns G and H). The control subjects pattern of activation displays a shift away from widespread cortical activation in childhood and into more focused frontostriatal activation in adults (columns B, E, and H). This pattern of activation was exaggerated in adults with TS, compared with control subjects (columns A, D, G, and I). Activation in children with TS was less than in control children (column F) within BAs 6, 21, 22, and 40. Activation in adults with TS was greater than in control adults (column C) in BAs 1, 8, 9, 21, 22, 24, 31, 40, and the lingual gyrus. Also, the posterior cingulate did not deactivate in TS adults, although it did in control subjects (columns A and B, BA 23). We found that activations generally increase across development to a greater degree in the TS subjects than in control subjects, especially in frontostriatal systems (column I, that is, AgeD iagnosis). Thus this latter finding confirmed our a priori hypothesis by showing that prefrontal and striatal activations come prominently online with increased age and as a function of diagnosis.
The fMRI signal change (that is, the magnitude of task-related activation) correlated positively with the severity of tics (column J) in the thalamus and left inferior prefrontal regions, and correlated inversely with severity in W La Revue canadienne de psychiatrie, vol 54, no 9, septembre 2009 584
Original Research
While the y axis, similar to Figure 1 , shows brain slices parallel to the AC-PC plane at various Z values, the x axis shows the time (in seconds) following an incongruent trial. TS adults activated frontal and striatal areas (that is, dorsal caudate tail and lenticular nucleus) 10 to 13 s following presentation of the incongruent stimulus. This pronounced and largely delayed activation in adults with TS likely represents a strategic adaptation (for example, motor preparation) in adults with persistent TS and further supports the involvement of frontostriatal pathways in a compensatory response. Images were generated using an uncorrected P < 0.005 and cluster filtered at 9 adjacent voxels (conjoined corrected P value to account for multiple comparisons was P < 0.003).
Figure 2 Time course of activation for TS, compared with control adults
the left globus pallidus, left inferior frontal gyrus, right lenticular nucleus, and right tail of the putamen. Correlation of fMRI signal change with interference scores (reaction time during incongruent minus congruent trials) in people with TS revealed negative values primarily in frontostriatal areas (column K).
Time Course Analyses
Time course contrast maps compared fMRI activations over time for TS and control children and adults across the 13.2 s following presentation of the incongruent stimulus (that is, 8 times the repetition time of 1650 ms). Whereas a comparison of TS with control children revealed no significant differences (contrast maps for time course not shown), a comparison of TS and control adults revealed early differences in the midfrontal gyrus and later differences in the dorsal tail of the caudate and lenticular nucleus (Figure 2) . This time course analysis shows that relative to control adults, TS adults activated frontostriatal systems 10 to 13 s after a correct response to an incongruent stimulus.
Behavioural Data
The full model describing analyses of the behavioural data is available on request. Overall, behavioural performance was comparable and the Age´Diagnosis´Run interaction was not significant (F < 1). All 4 groups (that is, children with TS, adults with TS, control children, and control adults) demonstrated significant interference effects as measured by both reaction time and accuracy. Reaction time for congruent trials were stable across runs within each group, but incongruent latencies decreased across runs. Whereas accuracy on the congruent trials was stable across runs within both the TS and control adult groups, performance variability was evident across runs in both TS and control children.
Discussion
During performance of a self-regulatory task, we detected greater overall fMRI activation in adults than in children across both diagnostic groups, primarily in frontal and striatal regions. However, this pattern of activation was exaggerated in adults with TS, compared with control adults. Moreover, the severity of tics correlated positively with the magnitude of frontal activations during the Simon task. In discussing these findings in more detail, together with those for the time course of fMRI activation and the comparison of behavioural performances across groups, we will suggest that exaggerated activation of frontostriatal circuits represent a compensatory response that enhances self-regulatory control in adults with TS.
Developmental Correlates of fMRI Activation
In both the TS and control groups, children, compared with adults, showed greater activation of association cortices. However, adults activated frontostriatal circuits more than children did. Thus with increasing age, people seemed to move away from reliance on widespread cortical activation toward engagement of frontostriatal circuits when selfregulating during this task (Figure 1) . Preferentially engaging frontostriatal circuits may free up cortical resources and permit less effortful cognitive involvement for performance of repetitive tasks (for example, during the frequent occurrence of congruent trials in the Simon task). 9 Therefore, greater frontostriatal activation with advancing development may contribute to improved self-regulatory control and increased automaticity. 34, 35 In people with TS, this developmental shift toward frontostriatal activation appears exaggerated ( Figure 1 , column I).
Previous studies have reported increased volumes of dorsal prefrontal regions, as well as reduced sizes of the corpus callosum, in children with TS; because the magnitude of these anatomical changes accompany less severe tic symptoms, they have been interpreted as representing activitydependent neural plasticity in the frontal systems and associated white matter pathways 16, 36 that subserve selfregulatory control, thereby reducing the severity of tics in children with TS. 5, 13, 36 In symptomatic adults, this neuroplastic compensatory response seems relatively deficient and likely contributes to the persistence of tics. 5, 16, 37 Earlier fMRI findings of intense frontal and striatal activation during willful tic suppression further implicated frontostriatal circuits in the self-regulatory control of these unwanted behaviours. 17 Our fMRI findings also implicate engagement of frontostriatal circuits as important in selfregulatory control during performance of the Simon task. Thus both of these self-regulatory demands-the control of tic symptoms and performance on the Simon task-seem to tap the same or closely related neural systems.
Prior reports suggest that suppressing specific thoughts and actions in favour of goal-directed alternatives across differing contexts and time periods defines cognitive control. 38 However, the efficiency of self-regulation and cognitive control seems to improve and to engage different neural systems during maturation from childhood to adulthood. 39 A normative developmental pattern of increased reliance on frontostriatal circuits into adulthood, together with deficient neuroplasticity in adults with TS and the co-opted recruitment of frontostriatal circuits in contexts of self-regulation (both willful tic suppression and Simon performance), suggest that the frontostriatal activation detected in our study likely represents an additional adaptive process that subserves increased self-regulation in adults with persistent TS.
Default-Mode Processing and Suboptimal Self-Regulatory Control
Our fMRI findings of group differences in regions implicated in default-mode processing suggest that people with TS may work harder (that is, use more effortful control) than healthy controls on self-regulatory tasks. Default-mode processing refers to brain functions in a baseline, or a resting, state (that is, its free associative processing of thoughts and emotions). 40 Recent fMRI data from control subjects showed more prominent deactivations in brain areas associated with conflict resolution and nonspecific attentional processing (that is, in posterior cingulate, ventral anterior cingulated cortex, and mesial prefrontal cortices) as a function of increasing age during performance of a comparable self-regulatory task. 18 Because these deactivations likely represent more activity in this system during the baseline task in adults, they were interpreted as reflecting the freeing up of attentional resources and more active monitoring of internal states during the easier baseline task (that is, congruent trials). Similarly, as is evident in our control subjects and consistent with numerous other neuroimaging reports, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] activity also decreased in a set of regions, including the posterior cingulate gyrus and medial prefrontal cortices (Figure 1, column B) . However, we could not detect evidence of default-mode processing in our population of adults with TS ( Figure 1, column A) . Its apparent absence suggests that even during the easier baseline condition, adults with TS allocate greater attention to task performance. Thus, relative to control subjects, adults with persistent TS likely exert more effortful control to compensate for their suboptimal self-regulatory control, and they seem to exhibit greater attentional allocation to performance of the simpler baseline task.
Time Course Analysis
An analysis of the time course of task-related activation revealed a similar pattern and time course of brain activity in TS and control children. TS adults, compared with control adults, however, activated frontal and striatal areas (that is, dorsal tail of the caudate and the lenticular nucleus) 10 to 13 s following presentation of the incongruent stimulus (Figure 2) , accounting for the greater activation of frontostriatal systems detected in our a priori analyses. Given the long interval after presentation of the last incongruent stimuli and the approaching next incongruent stimulus, this exaggerated and delayed activation in TS adults likely represents a strategic adaptation (for example, an alteration of response set and anticipatory preparedness) to which adults with persistent TS may resort, perhaps without conscious awareness. Thus this time course analysis provides additional support for the involvement of frontostriatal pathways in a compensatory response in adults with TS.
Correlations of fMRI Signal With Tic Severity and Behavioural Performance
Our findings indicate that during the exercise of behavioural inhibition when performing the Simon task, people with TS rely on some of the same frontostriatal components that activate when TS subjects willfully suppress their tics. 17 Moreover, activation during performance of the Simon task correlated inversely with tic severity (that is, more activation was associated with fewer tics) in the left globus pallidus, left inferior frontal gyrus, right lenticular nucleus, and right tail of the putamen (Figure 1 , column J), and it correlated positively with the severity of tics (that is, activation increased with more severe tics) in the thalamus and left inferior prefrontal regions (column J). Moreover, the fMRI signal correlated inversely with measures of behavioural performance largely within corticostriatal pathways (column K), indicating that better performance accompanied stronger activation. In other words, basal ganglia structures seem to activate more when fewer symptoms are present, whereas corticostriatal areas activate more when task performance is better. Thus these findings suggest that a general system of self-regulatory control may subserve both the modulation of tic symptoms and performance on the Simon task.
Behavioural Performance
Analyses of reaction time and accuracy revealed that the overall performance of people with TS closely resembled that of control subjects. TS and control adults demonstrated comparable accuracy on the first run of the Simon task, when the task was still novel. However, healthy control adults seemed to learn the task quickly, experiencing a sharp drop in errors after the first run; in contrast, TS adults demonstrated greater variability in both reaction time and errors over the first several runs, once again supporting the interpretation that the Simon task may have been more difficult for people with TS, compared with control subjects. Because different brain activations between diagnostic groups resulted in overall comparable behavioural performance, this variability in performance likely reflects a compensatory effort to maintain adequate behavioural performance.
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Caveats
Many of the people diagnosed with TS in this sample were either medicated at the time of the scan or had a history of exposure to medication used to control TS symptoms. Although medication may affect brain activity and structure, we did not observe medication effects in the analyses of subgroups of medicated and unmedicated participants. Although our study did not exclude people with multiple diagnoses (that is, ADHD and OCD), we did not detect an influence of comorbid OCD, ADHD, or any interactions of OCD or ADHD on our general findings. Indeed, people with pure TS showed comparable findings to those reported for the entire study group. Similarly, separate analyses revealed that handedness was not a factor in our results.
Conclusions
A transition away from widespread cortical activation in childhood toward greater reliance on activation of frontostriatal circuits in adulthood appears to be a normative feature of human development that supports improved self-regulatory control. This developmental correlate is exaggerated in people with TS. The greater activation in TS adults, compared with that in control subjects may represent an adaptive process aimed at gaining better control. We speculate that this process may occur in lieu of the neuroanatomical plasticity in prefrontal cortices that help to attenuate the severity of tics in children with TS. Replication and future investigation should test whether attention training may increase effective functional compensation and reduce tic symptoms in people with TS. Méthode : Nous avons utilisé l'imagerie par résonance magnétique fonctionnelle (IRMf) liée aux événements pour étudier les corrélats neuraux de l'autorégulation cognitive durant la tâche Simon. Quarante-deux personnes d'une clinique spécialisée dans les troubles de tics, qui satisfaisaient aux critères diagnostiques du ST de la 4 e édition du Manuel diagnostique et statistique des troubles mentaux (24 enfants, 18 adultes), ont été comparées avec 37 sujets témoins (19 enfants, 18 adultes). Les patients souffrant du ST ont été exclus de l'étude s'ils avaient un trouble psychiatrique de l'axe I autre que le trouble obsessionnel-compulsif (TOC) ou le trouble d'hyperactivité avec déficit de l'attention (THADA) avant l'apparition du ST. Les participants témoins ont été exclus s'ils déclaraient des antécédents de trouble de tic, de TOC, de THADA, ou s'ils satisfaisaient aux critères diagnostiques de tout trouble de l'axe I au moment de l'entrevue.
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Résultats : Nous avons détecté une plus grande activation IRMf générale chez les adultes que chez les enfants dans les deux groupes diagnostiques, surtout dans les zones frontales et striatales. Dans les deux groupes, nous avons aussi détecté un changement lié à l'âge allant d'une activation corticale plus générale à une utilisation plus spécifique de l'activité frontostriatale, un corrélat développemental qui était exagéré dans le groupe du ST, malgré des performances comportementales semblables à celles des sujets témoins. En outre, la gravité des tics corrélait positivement avec les activations frontales dans tous les groupes d'âge.
Conclusion :
Les circuits frontostriataux soutiennent le contrôle cognitif et comportemental. Ces circuits contribuent vraisemblablement tant à la performance optimale dans cette tâche d'autorégulation que dans la régulation de la gravité des tics. Les adultes souffrant de ST persistant ont probablement une activité déficiente dans ces circuits, attribuable soit à un défaut de plasticité préfrontale, soit à des perturbations du fonctionnement striatal.
